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AGENCY AND PRACTICAL REASONING IN
THE ANALECTS AND THE MENCIUS

What are the early Chinese philosophers’ concepts and theories
of action or agency? This is a very difficult question, and some of
the difficulties have to do with the fact that, unlike Aristotle, early
Chinese philosophers do not theorize about action or agency in a
direct and systematic manner. For instance, none of them has pro-
vided an account of voluntary action, decision, deliberation, and wish,
as Aristotle does in book 3 of the Nichomachean Ethics (see Liao
Shenbai’s article in this issue).

The central aim of this article is to propose that there are at least
two ways to answer the question of action or agency in early Chinese
philosophy.The first can be called the “practical reasoning” approach,
which is based on the assumption that we can get a good sense of
one’s notion of action or agency if we know how one deliberates and
reasons about what one ought to do. In other words, there seems to be
an intimate connection between agency and practical reasoning. The
second can be called the “motivation” approach, which is based on the
assumption that we can get a good sense of one’s notion of action or
agency if we know how one thinks what the motivations (or sources)
of virtuous action ought to be.

In this article, I argue for three theses; the first two theses are based
on the practical reasoning approach, although I focus on only one
aspect of practical reasoning, namely, how Confucius and Mencius
give justifications of their normative claims about virtuous actions or
policies, and the third thesis is based on the motivation approach. The
first thesis is that in the Analects and the Mencius, we can find what I
call the “pragmatic” mode of rational justification for their normative
claims. The second thesis is that the “rationality” in the pragmatic
mode of rational justification in the Analects and the Mencius is
instrumental and prudential rationality. The third thesis is that, even
though Confucius and Mencius have an instrumentalist concept of
rational agency when they reason with others, they do not identify this
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rational agency as the source of virtuous actions; rather, virtuous
actions must be spontaneous expressions of deep dispositions such as
compassions and empathy for the loved ones. They must flow from
“somewhere deeper” in an agent than the discursively rational part of
the self.1 In other words, moral agency (the source of virtuous action)
is not rational agency (the source of discursive normativity). I call this
Mencius’s “dualism of moral and rational agency.”

The article is divided into two parts; I argue for the first and second
theses in part I, and the third thesis in part II.

I. Pragmatic Mode of Rational Justification

In this part of the article, I first analyze the modes of rational justifi-
cation in the Analects and the Mencius and argue that Confucius
and Mencius primarily use the pragmatic mode. I then argue that the
rationality of this mode of justification is instrumental rationality.

1. Theoretical versus Pragmatic Modes of Rational Justification

How does Confucius justify his normative claim that one ought to
do virtuous actions or one ought to become virtuous? Would he
appeal to an unassailable metaphysical theory, as Aristotle would
do (according to certain interpretations of Aristotle)? Alasdair
MacIntyre, although not primarily a scholar of Chinese philosophy,
has written some of the most insightful articles on the style and
structure of Confucian ethical theory. He is the first to note that in
sharp contrast to Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas, Confucius and the
Confucian philosophers do not justify their normative claims about
virtue by appealing to rational metaphysical theories; their normative
claims about virtue are generally not represented as “conclusions of
arguments whose first premise is of the form ‘Since the end and the
best is such-and-such . . . ’”2

What MacIntyre describes here is what might be called the “theo-
retical” mode of rational justification, which is to justify a normative
claim by deriving it as a conclusion of an argument whose premises
are propositions of metaphysical theories. I believe the theoretical
mode can be found not only in Aristotle and Aquinas, but also in
many other philosophers, both in the West and in China.

However, we can find another mode of justification in early
Chinese philosophy, which I call the “pragmatic” mode of justifica-
tion.3 This mode of reasoning can also be characterized as the
“primacy of the practical” mode, to borrow a term from Christine
Korsgaard. In the pragmatic mode, to justify a normative ethical claim
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X to an interlocutor, one only needs to prove two things: first, the
interlocutor is committed to solving a practical problem; second, X is
the best or only solution to the problem. The fact that X is the best or
only solution gives X its normative force.4

If we take seriously the historical fact that the early Chinese phi-
losophers are often political advisers to rulers in turbulent times,
we should see that it has indeed a strong impact on how they justify
their ethical-political claims. Indeed, they see justification primarily
as a practical matter, and their justifications often start “not from a
premise but from a plight,” to use Korsgaard’s expressions.5 When
they talk to a ruler and argue for a Confucian ethical-political action
or policy, they usually argue for two things: first, the ruler ought to
commit to solving certain practical problems, which they identify as
fundamental and important; second, the Confucian policy is the best
or only solution to the practical problems they identify.

Korsgaard does not say why the fact that an ethical-political action
is the best or only solution to a practical problem gives it normative
force, or what the nature of its normativity is. One advantage of
studying Chinese ethical thought is that, as we shall see in the next
section, it is easy to show that the pragmatic mode of justification is
actually one variation of instrumental reasoning, and its normative
force is the same as the normative force of instrumental rationality.

2. The Structure of Pragmatic Mode of Rational Justification

Now let us use an example from the Analects to demonstrate the
structure of the pragmatic mode of justification. It is important to get
a clear sense of its structure because it can be argued that it is the most
prevailing mode of practical reasoning in the Analects, the Mencius, as
well as other early Chinese texts.

One of the main Confucian normative claims is that a good ruler
ought to practice “virtue politics” (de zheng ),6 “benevolent poli-
tics” (ren zheng ), or “politics that is sensitive to the suffering of
others” (bu ren ren zhi zheng ). By these terms, the Con-
fucians mean an ideal way of governing, which demands that an ideal
society ought to have just and benevolent policies such as fair distri-
bution of external goods, as well as policies that take care of the weak,
the poor, the elderly, and the orphans.7 It also demands that the ruler
ought to win the allegiance and trust of the people not through laws
or coercion, but through virtuous actions.8

How do Confucians justify their virtue politics to a ruler? First, the
Confucians identify a certain practical problem, to which they con-
vince the ruler he ought to commit himself. For the Confucians, a
fundamental practical problem is the following:“What must a ruler do
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in order to win the allegiance and trust of the people?” Second, the
Confucians must convince the ruler that the best or only solution to
this practical problem is to practice Confucian virtue politics. In order
for this argument to work, it is necessary that the interlocutor (the
ruler) is committed to the practical problem. This condition is some-
times met by the fact that the ruler is the one that brings up the
problem, as we can see in Analects,9 in which the question raised to
Confucius by Duke Ai, the ruler of Lu, Confucius’s home state, is
exactly such a practical problem: Duke Ai asked Confucius, “What
must I do to win the allegiance of the people (min fu )?”10

The following is Confucius’s answer to Duke Ai:

If you raise the straight and set them above the crooked, you will win
the allegiance of the people. If you raise the crooked and set them
above the straight, you will not win the allegiance of the people.11

Here Confucius seems to be saying that the policy of raising the
straight and setting them above the crooked is both a sufficient and
necessary means to win the allegiance of the people. However, if we
put this passage in the context of the Analects as a whole, we should
see that Confucius does not necessarily take the policy as a sufficient
means. We can assume that Confucius also expects Duke Ai to do all
the other components of the Confucian virtue politics, which Con-
fucius articulates elsewhere.12 In general, although Confucius some-
times seems to speak of a certain policy as a sufficient means to solve
a practical problem, it is clear that this is only a rhetorical device to
achieve his goal of persuading the ruler to adopt the policy, which is
obviously only a necessary means. One could easily imagine a con-
temporary example, such as when a political adviser talking to a
politician: “If we adopt this policy, we will win the election; if we
don’t, we’ll lose the election.” The adviser here obviously assumes
that the politician must also do all the other actions necessary to win
the election. In other words, the adviser is not saying that to adopt
the policy is sufficient in winning the election; it is only a necessary
means.

We may translate what is going on in 1.29 in terms of Korsgaard’s
“primacy of the practical” mode of rational justification, which would
be the following syllogism:

1. Duke Ai is committed to the practical problem of how to win the
allegiance of the people.

2. A necessary part of the solution to the problem is to raise the
straight and set them above the crooked.

3. Therefore, Duke Ai ought to raise the straight and set them
above the crooked.
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As I mentioned earlier, Korsgaard does not give an account of why
the fact that a policy is the solution to a practical problem gives
the policy normative force for the person who is committed to the
problem. We now may have an answer to that question, if we refor-
mulate the reasoning in 2.19 as follows:

1. Duke Ai wants to achieve the end of winning the allegiance of
the people.

2. A necessary means to that end is to raise the straight and set
them above the crooked.

3. Therefore, it is rational for Duke Ai to (or Duke Ai ought to)
raise the straight and set them above the crooked.

Now it is easy to see that the “primacy of the practical” mode of
justification is really the same as an instrumental mode of justifica-
tion.13 Its normative force is the same as the normative force of
instrumental rationality; the modal term “ought to” in the conclusion
of the pragmatic mode of justification is the same kind of “ought to”
in the hypothetical imperative that a rational agent ought to take a
necessary means to the end that one desires.14

Let us use E to refer to the end of winning the allegiance of the
people, and M to a necessary means, which is to raise the straight and
set them above the crooked. Now, it is very interesting to see that
Confucius never explicitly states the conclusion to Duke Ai, “You
ought to practice M.” Instead, Confucius just offers the following
pattern:

(P) M is a necessary means to achieve E.

Why is Confucius doing this? The only explanation seems to be that
Confucius must have assumed that if Duke Ai is committed to the
problem, which implies that he wants to pursue the end E, he must be
committed to taking the necessary means to the end, which is M. In
other words, Confucius assumes that Duke Ai is a rational agent, and
this is why all Confucius needs to do is to show Duke Ai that it is
indeed the case that M is a necessary means to E. I call statements like
P “pattern-statements.”

In fact, pattern-statements are the most representative type of
statements in early Chinese texts such as the Analects and the Mencius.
Many of the pattern-statements in the Confucian texts are about the
pattern regarding the connection between the ruler’s virtuous actions
and their effects. For instance, both Confucius and Mencius spend a lot
of time articulating the pattern that, when a ruler does virtuous and
benevolent actions, it will have transformative power over the people.15

An interesting phenomenon is that early Confucians often use
patterns in nature as a model to make sense of the patterns they have
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observed in society. For example, when Confucius rejects a ruler’s
idea of solving political problems by killing those who do not follow
the Way, Confucius says, “The junzi’s virtue is like wind; the
virtue of the common people is like grass. Let the wind sweep over the
grass, and the grass necessarily bends.”16

I believe we can now finally understand the following passage in
the Analects: The Master said, “There is nothing I can do with a man
who is not constantly saying, ‘What should I do? What should I
do?’”17 Imagine a ruler who does not care about any practical
problem, nor does he care about how to achieve certain goals. It
would be of no use for Confucius to say to him:“You ought to practice
such-and-such, because it is the solution to your problem (or the
means to the end you pursue).” In fact, as we can see in 15.16, Con-
fucius does state explicitly that there is nothing he could do to a
person who is not committed to any practical problem.

3. The Concept of Instrumental Rationality in the Analects and
the Mencius

We have seen that when the Confucian philosophers justify
their normative claims to rulers they often use instrumental mode
of justification. In this section I show this instrumentalist account
is indeed Confucius’s and Mencius’s own conception of their
practice.

Let me start with the following passage from the Analects:

Zigong asked how to practice benevolence. The Master said, “A
craftman who wishes to do his work well must first sharpen his tools
(qi ). You should, therefore, seek the patronage of the most virtu-
ous ministers and befriend those gentlemen who cultivate benevo-
lence in the state where you happen to be residing.”18

Note that Confucius is using the model of an instrument or tool to talk
about why Zigong should do the things that constitute the steps to the
end he’s pursuing. What Confucius says in the following passage is
even more revealing: “Who could leave a house without using the
door? Why, then, could people not follow the Way (dao )?”19

This passage has two sentences. The first sentence seems to be
saying that no one can leave a house without using the door, which
means that, to put in our technical terms, “using the door” is a neces-
sary means to leave a house. Obviously, Confucius does not have a
technical term for “instrumentally irrational”; therefore, instead of
saying that someone A is “instrumentally irrational,” Confucius would
say that A’s action is just like “leaving a house without using the
door.” In other words, Confucius is using a concrete paradigm case of
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instrumental irrationality to express the abstract concept; the lack of
technical terminology is not the lack of the concept itself.20

The second sentence in 6.17 should be understood in the context of
the main pattern-statement in the Analects, which is that the Confu-
cian ethical outlook is a necessary means to achieve an ideal society
and ideal self. Confucius seems to be saying here that if one wants to
achieve an ideal society yet does not follow the way (dao) that nec-
essarily leads to its realization, he is just like the person who wants to
“leave a house without using the door.”

Similarly, Mencius does not have a technical term for either “ratio-
nal” or “irrational.”When he advises the King Xuan of Qi, who wishes
to rule over the Central Kingdom, yet at the same time does not
practice benevolent politics, instead of saying that the King’s action is
“instrumentally irrational,” Mencius says that his action is just like
“looking for fish by climbing a tree” (yuan mu er qiu yu ),
as Mencius believes that, only by practicing benevolent politics (ren
zheng), can the King realize his goal.21 A comprehensive survey of the
Mencius as a whole shows that even though Mencius does not have
technical terms for “instrumental irrational,” he always uses paradigm
cases of instrumental irrationality to convey the idea.22

II. Dualism of Rational and Moral Agency

Adopting the practical reasoning approach to understand Confucian
philosophers’ concept of agency, we have shown that Confucius and
Mencius have an instrumentalist concept of rational justification, as
well as a concept of discursive rational agency. We now turn to the
other approach, namely the motivation approach, which is based on
the assumption that we can get a good sense of one’s notion of moral
agency by looking at one’s account of the motivations of virtuous
actions. In what follows, I use examples from the Mencius to demon-
strate this point.23

1. Two Misreadings of Mencius’s Instrumental Mode of Justification

One of the largest groups of passages in the Mencius consists of
Mencius’s instrumental mode of justification for “benevolent politics”
(ren zheng) or “politics that is sensitive to the suffering of others” (bu
ren ren zhi zheng). Sometimes, Mencius’s argument consists in just a
pattern-statement that benevolent politics is a necessary means to the
end of winning the Empire (tian xia ). In other times, after having
given a pattern-statement, Mencius would explicitly state that it is
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rational for one to practice benevolent politics (or that it is irrational
for one not to practice benevolent politics). Here are some represen-
tative passages:

There might have been cases of a cruel (bu ren ) man gaining
possession of a state, but it has never happened that such a man
gained possession of the Empire.24

The Three Dynasties won the Empire because of benevolence (ren
) and lost because of cruelty (bu ren). This is true of the rise and

fall, survival and collapse, of states as well. An Emperor cannot
keep the Empire within the Four Seas unless he is benevolent; a
feudal lord cannot preserve the altars to the gods of earth and grain
unless he is benevolent; a Minister or a Counselor cannot preserve
his ancestral temple unless he is benevolent; a junzi or a commoner
cannot preserve his four limbs unless he is benevolent. Now if one
dislikes death yet revel in cruelty, he is just like someone who drinks
alcohol beyond his capacity while he dislikes drunkenness (emphasis
added).25

Confucius said, “Against benevolence there can be no superiority in
numbers. If the ruler of a state is drawn to benevolence, he will be
matchless in the Empire.” Now to desire to be matchless in the Empire
by any means other than benevolence is just like holding something
hot while forswearing to cool one’s hand with water (emphasis
added).26

In the last two passages, we see two more examples of Mencius
using concrete paradigm cases of instrumentally irrational actions to
convey the general idea of instrumental rationality. We may reformu-
late Mencius’s argument in the following syllogism:

1. One desires to win the Empire.
2. A necessary means to the end of winning the Empire is to

practice benevolent politics.
3. Therefore, it is rational for one to practice benevolent politics

(or it is irrational for one not to practice benevolent politics).

What Mencius is doing here is to give a justification of benevolent
politics. In his argument, he relies on the pattern that the virtue of
benevolence, as a matter of empirical fact, systematically brings about
good consequences. However, it is important to note that Mencius is
not giving a definition of the virtue of benevolence in terms of its
consequence.

There are at least two possible ways to misread Mencius’s argu-
ment, and they need to be taken seriously because they correspond to
two influential theories of virtue and action in contemporary Western
philosophy. The first possible misreading is to read Mencius as trying
to define virtue in terms of its consequence. This corresponds to what
Julia Driver calls the “evaluational externalist” definition of virtue,
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which is to define a virtue as a character trait that “produces more
good (in the actual world) than not systematically.”27

This reading can be easily ruled out if we realize that Mencius
defines virtuous actions not in terms of factors external to the agent
such as the consequence, but rather in terms of factors internal to the
agent such as his deep dispositions of empathy and compassion.28

Even though Mencius might be said to have a consequentialist justi-
fication for the virtue of benevolence, he does not define the virtue of
benevolence in terms of its consequence, as Driver does. Driver says
that the rationale behind her externalist definition of virtue is that
she wants to preserve “the connection between the agent and the
world,” and that “what happens matters to morality, and externalist
preserves this intuition.”29 I think that Confucius and Mencius share
Driver’s intuition, but they believe the right way to preserve the
connection between the agent and the world is to look for systematic
patterns of the external connections between virtuous actions
(which are internally defined) and their consequences. This empirical
approach allows them to discover the pattern that, if a virtuous
ruler’s actions flow spontaneously from his empathy and compassion
for the people, the people will “submit happily and sincerely from the
bottom of their heart.”30 It seems plausible to regard the relation
between virtue and its effect in the external world as empirical rather
than conceptual; the fact that virtue might systematically produce
good consequences does not imply that their relation must be
conceptual.31

The second possible way to misread Mencius is to claim that, as
Mencius believes that the reason to practice benevolent actions is the
desire to win the Empire (plus the belief that benevolent actions are
necessary means to win the Empire), he must also take the desire to
win the Empire to be the cause of benevolent actions. In other words,
one might conclude that the benevolent actions must also be caused
(motivated) by the desire to win the Empire.This reading corresponds
to a Davidsonian causal theory of action, which claims that the reason
of an action is also the cause of the action.

This reading can be easily ruled out when we realize that Men-
cius’s justification of his normative claim that it is rational to do
virtuous actions actually implies that virtuous actions should not be
caused by any desire to achieve any end; rather they ought to flow
spontaneously from one’s deep dispositions, such as empathy and
compassion for the people. This is because Mencius’s argument is
based on the pattern that, as a matter of empirical fact, it is only
when virtuous actions are the spontaneous expressions of empathy
that they have transforming power to win the hearts and minds of
the people:
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It is through losing the people that Jie and Zhou [two tyrants] have
lost the Empire, and it is through losing the hearts and minds of the
people that they have lost the people. There is a way to win the
Empire; winning the people, and you will win the Empire. There is a
way to win the people; winning their hearts and minds, and you will
win the people.32

This is why Mencius rejects using force or violence:33

When one uses force to win people’s allegiance (yi li fu ren
), one does not win people’s heart and mind (xin fu );

they submit to your force because they are not strong enough. When
one uses the transforming influence of one’s virtue to win people’s
allegiance, people will submit happily and sincerely from the bottom
of their hearts. An example of this is the submission of the seventy
disciples to Confucius.34

In other words, if one desires to win the Empire, what one needs to do
is to let one’s empathy and compassion take over, which is the
motivating source of one’s moral actions. The moral agency must be
differentiated from the rational agency; I call this Mencius’s dualism
of rational and moral agency (or dualism of justification and
motivation).

2. Dualism of Rational and Moral Agency

How does this dualism work? Assume that Mencius advises a ruler
that it is rational for him to conduct a virtuous action. Mencius’s
justification is that, when one’s action flows from one’s empathy and
compassion for the people, one necessarily wins the allegiance and
trust of the people. In other words, Mencius’s justification actually
requires that the motivating source of the ruler’s action must not be
anything but his empathy for the people. Having been convinced by
this justification, the ruler must let his action be guided by his
empathy for the people; his benevolent actions must happen natu-
rally, as an expression of xing (nature).

In this case, the justification and the motivation are differentiated,
that is, the justification is a rational one, whereas the motivation is a
moral one. I call this idea Mencius’s “dualism of justification and
motivation.” To make better sense of it, let us imagine what would
happen if the ruler’s motivation is the same as the justification.That is
to say, let us imagine that the ruler’s moral agency is identical with his
rational agency—namely, the ruler’s virtuous action is motivated by
his desire to win the Empire. According to Mencius, such a purposive
action would not have the kind of transforming power that an expres-
sive action motivated by empathy has.

Therefore, despite the air of paradox, it makes perfect sense to say
that only when a ruler’s action is not motivated by his desire to win
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the Empire, can this very desire be fulfilled. To put it in more general
terms, only when one does a virtuous action for its own sake, can this
virtuous action has the desired effect and consequence.

Another way to understand this point is to say that, only when
virtue is sought for its own sake can virtue have transforming power.
We may call this the “dialectic of virtue and power.”35 We find
Mencius making exactly this point in the following passage:

If one does good things to people for the sake of winning their
allegiance (yi shan fu ren ), one can never win their alle-
giance. Only when one does good things to people for the sake of
their welfare (yi shan yang ren ), can one win the allegiance
of all under Heaven. It has never been the case that one can become
a true King of the world without winning the heart-mind (xin fu )
of all the people in the world.36

It can be argued that the dialectic dualist structure of rational and
moral agency (or the dialectic of power and virtue) is at work almost
everywhere in the Mencius, as well as in other early Chinese texts
such as the Analects, Xunzi, and Daodejing. But this will have to be a
topic for another occasion.

KENYON COLLEGE
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